The totality M(eSe/H) of bounded regular Borel measures on the orbit space eSe/H, where S is a locally compact semigroup and H is a compact subgroup with the identity e, forms a Banach space; however, its closed subspace M H (ESe/H) of //-invariant measures forms even a Banach algebra under a suitable convolution. Furthermore, if w is an idempotent probability measure with compact support on 5, then w * M(5) * w = w H * M(S)* w H = M H (eSe/H) algebraically and in various topologies, where w H is the normalized Haar measure on some compact subgroup //.
Proof (Cf. 1.1, p. 686, [5] ). is a norm-decreasing linear morphism (resp. algebra morphism) continuous in the weak topology. Moreover, if a is proper, then M(a) is also continuous in both weak* and vague topologies.
Proof Straightforward. LEMMA 1.3 . Let Y be a closed subspace of a locally compact space X. Then every f E K(Y) (resp. / E C 0 (Y)) has an extension F E K(X) (resp. FECo(X)).
Proof. This follows from (7.40, p. 99, [1] ) and the following commutative diagram:
. PROPOSITION 1.4 . Let S be a locally compact semigroup and e Then δ e * M(S)* δ e = M(eSe) is a Banach subalgebra of M(S). In fact, if i:eSe->S is the inclusion map, then M(i): M(eSe)-> M(S) is an embedding. (Note that, unless mentioned otherwise, our statements are to apply to each of the topologies mentioned before.)
Proof We first observe from Lemma 1.1 that δ e *M(S)*δ e C M(eSe) and that δ e is the identity for M(eSe), whence M(eSe) = δ e * M(eSe) * δ e C δ, * M(S) * δ e and thus δ e * M(S) * δ e = M(eSej. Since μ H> δ e * μ * δ e is a Banach space linear retraction, M(eSe) is a linear closed norm retract of M(S). As to the others, we will show the weak embedding only. Let M(i)(μ a )-*>M(i)(μ) in M(5) and /E C b (eSe); then / has an extension FEC b (S) given by F(s) = f(ese) and thus
For the purpose of this paper it is therefore no loss of generality to assume that S is a monoid with the identity e. PROPOSITION 
Suppose that S acts on the left on a locally
Proof. Let € > 0 be given. By the regularity of | μ |, there exists a compact subset KCX so that \μ\(X\K)< e. For this K and a given s E 5, let
Then φ(t)-+ 0 as t -> 5 otherwise, there exist nets ί α -* s, and jc α -> x 0 in K so that |/(ίαJC β )-/(sjc β )| > e which contradicts to the continuity of / at sxo Hence^ί
if-invariant measures. Let H be any compact group acting on the left on a locally compact space
For convenience, we will denote by M H {X) the Banach subspace of all //-invariant measures in M{X). We now assume that S acts on the left on X and H is a compact subgroup of units in S. Suppose now that fEC b (X) and μGM H (X). Proof. It suffices to show bijections only (cf. 2.45, p. 20, [6] ). , and that f E K(S) (resp. /GC 0 (S)) implies f H E K(S) (resp. /" G C 0 (S)) and thus ^ G K(S/H) (resp. ^ G C 0 (S/H)). COROLLARY 2.5 . Lei H 6e normal in S (2.1, p. 17, [3] ). Then M(p): M(5)->M(S/H) is a continuous algebra morphism mapping w H *M(5)* vv H isomorphically onto M H (S/H). COROLLARY 
Let P H (S/H) denote the totality of H-invariant probability measures in P(S/H). Then M(p): w H *P(S)* w H -+ P H (S/H) is an isomorphism.
In the remainder, we assume that w is an idempotent probability measure with compact support on S then w = μ E * w H * μ F [4] . Proof The proof in (3.1-2, [8] ) yields this.
